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HIGHLIGHTS

based algorithms that can easily be integrated into heat pump controllers.
• Rule
air heat pump with backup electrical heater required for peak loads.
• Exhaust
time resolution (1 min) weather, occupancy and load data.
• High
cases of the proposed algorithms reduce final energy use and net energy costs.
• All
• Significant reduction in use of backup electrical heater possible.
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Operational control strategies for the heating system and “smart” utilization of energy storage were developed
and analyzed in a simulation based case study of a single-family house with exhaust air heat pump and photovoltaic system. Rule based control algorithms that can easily be implemented into modern heat pump controllers were developed with the aim to minimize final energy and maximize self-consumption by the use of the
thermal storage of the building, the hot water tank and electrical storage. Short-term weather and electricity
price forecasts are used in some of the algorithms. Heat supply from an exhaust air heat pump is limited by the
ventilation flow rate fixed by building codes, and compact systems employ an electric heater as backup for both
space heating and hot water. This heater plays an important role in the energy balance of the system. A typical
system designed for new detached houses in Sweden was chosen for the study. This system, together with an
independent photovoltaic system, was used as a base case and all results are compared to those for this base case
system. TRNSYS 17 was used to model the building and system as well as the control algorithms, and special care
was taken to model the use of the backup electric heater as this impacts significantly on final energy use. Results
show that the developed algorithms can reduce final energy by 5–31% and the annual net cost for the end user
by 3–26%, with the larger values being for systems with a battery storage. Moreover, the annual use of the
backup electric heater can be decreased by 13–30% using the carefully designed algorithms.

1. Introduction
Heat pumps (HP)s for residential applications are becoming more
popular in the European Union (EU) and to date have reached more
than ten million installed units according to the European Heat Pump
Association (EHPA) [1]. In the Nordic climate, and specifically in
Sweden the main heating method used for space heating (SH) and domestic hot water (DHW) in detached houses is electricity and accounts
for 47% of the total annual use of energy [2]. In Sweden, new detached

⁎

houses are most often installed with an air source heat pump which
recovers heat from the exhaust air of a mechanical ventilation system
[3], while some houses are installed with ground source heat pumps or
district heating. Heating systems based on electricity can be combined
with photovoltaic (PV) grid connected systems that provide part of the
demand that these units require together with the household electricity.
The extent to which the total electrical load can be met either seasonally or on an annual basis by the electricity produced on-site is highly
affected by more or less sophisticated control of the components in the
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TH
TH+EL
TOU

Nomenclature
Abbreviations

thermal mode
thermal mode and electrical mode
time of use

Symbols

AUX
auxiliary electrical heater
Base case +EL base case with electrical storage (electrical mode)
BMS
battery management system
COP
coefficient of performance
DHW
domestic hot water
EAHP
exhaust air heat pump
EHPA
European Heat Pump Association
EL
electrical mode
FE
final energy use (kWh)
HP
heat pump
IEA SHC International Energy Agency Solar Heating and Cooling
NCOE
annual net cost of electricity (€)
PRICE
price prediction mode with real price variation
PRICE_THprice prediction thermal mode
PRICE_TH+EL price prediction thermal mode and electrical mode
PRICE2x price prediction mode with amplified price variation
PRICE2x_TH price prediction thermal mode with amplified price
variation
PV
photovoltaics
PV_TH
photovoltaic prediction thermal mode
PV_TH+EL photovoltaic prediction thermal mode and electrical
mode
SC
self-consumption [%]
SF
solar fraction [%]
SH
space heating
SMHI
Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute

aj
Cc
Cfixed
Csp
Efeed-in
f (HP)
L
M
P
Pfrom grid
Priceavg
Pto grid
PVexc
Tcondin
Tevapin
Wel,AUX
Wel,HP

parameters for the polynomial f(HP)
cost of electricity certificates (€)
added values cost of purchased electricity (€)
cost based on the spot market price (€)
feed in electricity to the grid (kWh)
compressor frequency function
electric load (kW)
directly consumed photovoltaic power (kW)
photovoltaic power (kW)
power required from the grid (kW)
near future average electricity price (€/MWh)
feed in power (kW)
excess photovoltaic power (kW)
condenser temperature (K)
evaporator temperature (K)
annual electricity demand for the auxiliary heater (kWh)
annual electricity demand for the heat pump compressor
(kWh)
ΔP
electricity price band (€/MWh)
ΔTreftank change in domestic hot water tank set point temperature
compared to reference value (K)
ΔTsetzone change in zone set point temperature compared to reference value (K)

as well as capacity reserve or on PV integration and cost reduction.
Great interest has been shown lately for PV and heat pump in combination with battery storage since the prices of lithium batteries have
shown an exponential decrease in the last decade. Studies on the feasibility and profitability of photovoltaic battery systems can be found
from Quoilin et al. [10] and Schopfer et al. [11]. Examples of load
shifting strategies can be found in Widen [12], while Arteconi et al.
[13] propose measures to flatten the profile of the electricity load. Dar
et al. [14] propose means to improve flexibility of the heat pump and
PV system by limiting the power exchange and increasing the selfconsumption and point out that the control objectives are mostly contradictory. Thygesen and Karlsson [15] compare the use of thermal and
battery storage potential for increase of self-consumption of PV electricity and conclude that the battery has a slightly higher potential but
has a much greater levelized cost of electricity. Thur et al. [16] study
the impact of using the building thermal mass and increasing the size of
water store together with rule based control for a ground source heat
pump system. The study shows that large increases in self-consumption
and solar fraction (SF) can be achieved with thermal storage and that
this results in large decreases in net costs for the owner for the tariff
scenario used in the study.
Various studies have been conducted on advanced control of heat
pumps coupled with PV for application in multifamily and detached
houses. The control approaches can be classified in two main categories: predictive and non-predictive. Simpler rule based algorithms
can be used for predictive as well as non-predictive control while more
advanced algorithms with models are normally only used for predictive
control, so called model predictive control. Predictive controllers use
forecasts for weather data and/or variable/dynamic electricity price
etc, [9]. Péan et al. [17] reviewed studies on the supervisory control for
improving the energy flexibility in buildings with heat pumps. One of
the outcomes is that model predictive control is used mainly for cost
optimization and that the most promising option for thermal storage is

all-electric system: PV system, heating system, electrical appliances and
energy storage. Currently there is a growing interest by the industry for
multi-objective system control that targets self-sufficiency, minimal
impact to the grid and greater integration of solar photovoltaic systems
with heat pumps.
Due to the changing economic boundary conditions for PV systems
with a trend of decreasing tariffs for the electricity fed into the grid,
many recent studies have looked at various ways to increase the selfconsumption (SC) of the electricity produced by PV on buildings.
Luthander et al. [4] reviewed extensively literature that deals with this
topic, looking at studies on behavioral responses to PV as well as demand side management and energy storage, both electrical and
thermal. The authors point out that using low time resolution data
overestimates the self-consumption and that sub hourly data are
needed, otherwise short time-scale peaks are missed, resulting in an
underestimation of the mismatch between PV power production and
load. According to Widen et al. [5] it is less critical with PV power data
than load data, while Wyrsch et al. [6] suggest a temporal resolution of
at most 0.5 min for load data and 10 min for PV data. One of the advantages of increased self-consumption using electrical storage is the
greater autarky of the end user. The other benefit is the reduction of the
stress to the grid and the retaining of the hosting capacity for further
renewable integration. As a response to the benefits of battery storage,
Germany has, subsidies of 35% of the capital cost of the electrical
storage have been available since 2016, while regulatory measures limit
the peak power of the inverters of PV plants with lower then 30 kW of
installed capacity [7]. In Sweden, there has been a support scheme from
2016 to 19 that offers a subsidy of up to 5000 Euros for prosumers to
install electrical storage [8].
Fischer and Madani [9] reviewed thoroughly control approaches
and the integration of heat pumps into smart grids. The authors highlight that the role of heat pumps and associated control, can be focused
either on the grid level for voltage control applications, peak reduction
356
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using the thermal mass of the building.
Thygesen and Karlsson [18] proposed a rule based control strategy
based on a perfect short-term weather forecast for a PV heat pump
system using thermal storage in two sizes of domestic hot water store,
but report low profitability. Studies that focus on using electricity price
forecasts deal mainly with two different tariff schemes such as: time of
use (TOU), that are available in certain countries as day/night tariffs;
and dynamic hourly price based on the spot market. Schibuola et al.
[19] analyzed control strategies aiming to reduce costs and increase
self-consumption while maintaining good thermal comfort. Vrettos
et al. [20] implemented a model predictive controller and show that
this leads to higher cost reductions than those achieved by a rule based
controller. The study also introduces a methodology to analyze the
building response to price signals. Allison et al. [21] proposed a predictive control for an exhaust air heat pump with shifting of operation
modes, which resulted in satisfactory thermal comfort but unexpectedly
poor energy performance in the initial field test due to limited flexibility of the heat pump.
For the maritime and continental climate of northern Europe and
Scandinavia, few price focused studies (especially with dynamic price)
can be found. Zhang et al. [22], compared a hybrid controller for a
multifamily house with a rule based one. Alimohammadisagvand et al.
[23] analysed rule based and predictive rule based strategies using
price forecast for a detached house with a ground source heat pump
without PV that utilizes the DHW tank storage and the thermal mass of
the building. The results show energy and cost savings of up to 10% and
15% respectively. Fisher et al. [24] compare rule based with predictive
rule based and model predictive controllers and address the trade-off
between computational complexity and performance improvement. The
aforementioned study show a cost reduction due to rule based control
of only 2 to 4%.
Felten and Weber [25] developed several economic model predictive control strategies for an air to water HP and identify system
configurations that result in overall system cost savings and others that
do not. Romero Rodríguez et al. [26] examined several demand response and dynamic price strategies taking into account the impact to
the thermal comfort of the occupants. The study proposes the use of
dynamic price thresholds instead of fixed ones for the control of the
heat pump. Salpakari and Lund [27] studied optimal cost control based
on electricity price for use with appliances as well as PV systems with
thermal and electrical energy storage, showing savings of up to 25% in
the electricity bill. Load shifting of appliances contributed only a little
to these savings. Dar et al. [14] also investigated the potential of next
day dynamic electricity input from Nordpool for the case of a detached
house in Norway and how to shift the HP operation to periods with low
dynamic price using thermal storage. The study shows annual electricity costs can be reduced by 20% while hours of peak exchanges with
the grid can be reduced by 30%.
In Sweden, the majority of heat pump systems for new detached
houses use exhaust air heat pump for ventilation heat recovery [3]. Due
to the fact that the modern heat pumps can extract heat from the exhaust air down to an exit temperature below −10 °C, the majority of
the heat for the house, including hot water, can be supplied from the
heat pump. However, for typical houses an auxiliary electrical heater
(AUX) is integrated with the heat pump system in order to cover peak
loads. In Europe, an integrated backup electrical heater is also normally
integrated in air as well as ground source heat pumps, but the heat
pump is normally sized so that this backup heater is not required at
design conditions, resulting in very little use on an annual basis.
However, all kinds of heat pumps that are undersized compared to the
design load use the backup electrical heater to such an extent that it
affects the overall energy balance and system seasonal performance
factor. Use of such an undersized heat pump for load control requires
careful design of the control algorithms to avoid unnecessary use of this
backup heater that negates the benefits of the advanced control. No
studies could be found where this aspect is mentioned and explicitly

taken into account. As most exhaust air heat pumps are undersized
compared to the load due to the fact that the heat supply is limited by
the air flow rate that is defined by the building codes, it is not clear
whether the results from previous studies will apply to these systems, or
indeed to other heat pump systems that are undersized and require
significant heat from the backup electric heater.
Thus this study aims to fill this research gap for exhaust air heat
pump systems that are common in the market in Scandinavia and with
which PV systems are increasingly being coupled. To be as close to
application as possible, a realistic case is chosen with a typical
Scandinavian building and exhaust air pump system. Additionally the
algorithms that have been developed are designed to be easily integrated into modern heat pump controllers that already have internet
connectivity. These algorithms aim to maximize PV self-consumption
and minimize final energy (FE) and include detailed control of the
backup electric heater as well as speed control of the heat pump’s
compressor. PV micro producers in Sweden have the option to choose
among different tariff schemes, and two are evaluated in this study:
monthly fixed price that is seasonally dependent on the expected demand and the resources for electricity production; and a dynamic
electricity tariff derived from the Nord Pool spot market price [28]. This
work evaluates the performance of the proposed operational control
strategies energetically as well as financially for these conditions.
A detailed model of the chosen exhaust air heat pump system, detached house as well as typical grid-connected PV system are modelled
and simulated in TRNSYS 17 [29]. The system model includes a model
of the control of the compressor and auxiliary heater for a typical
product on the market. The developed algorithms were then integrated
with the basic control of the heat pump. As literature shows that time
resolution impacts significantly on results, short time resolution (one
minute) weather data is used together with one minute realistic stochastic load profiles for both domestic hot water (DHW) and electricity
demand. These models and boundary conditions together with definitions of key figures are described in the next chapter, while the algorithms developed in the project are described in chapter 3. Results,
discussion and conclusions are given in the following chapters.
2. Methodology
In this section the models, boundary conditions and key performance indicators used in this simulation study are described in detail.
2.1. System model
2.1.1. Building
The exhaust air heat pump supplies a typical Swedish detached
single family house of one floor with a gabled roof that has an overall Uvalue of 0.2 W m−2 K−1 and 143 m2 heated floor area with radiant floor
heating. This building is a catalogue design from the leading supplier of
detached houses in Sweden and is nearly always built with an exhaust
air heat pump. In recent years it is often built with a PV system on the
roof. A detailed model of the house with six zones, developed in the
simulation software TRNSYS, is used in this study. This is described in
detail and validated by Persson and Heier [30], but the basic characteristics are given here. TRNSYS’s type 56 is used for the house model
and the internal active layer is used modeling the floor heating. A detailed model is required and used as the interaction between the heat
pump system and building is important due to the overheating strategies used in the advanced control. The heat losses from the compact
heat pump system (including DHW store) are applied as internal gains
to the zone representing the utility room, and different occupational
and electrical appliance gains are applied to the appropriate zones in
the building. Three of the six zones (bedrooms and utility room) have a
set temperature of 20 °C, the bathroom 22 °C and the other two zones
(living room and kitchen) have 21 °C [30]. In the overheating algorithms described later, only the zones with the living room and
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bathroom are overheated, while bedrooms are not affected directly.
Heat transfer between zones due to open doors is, however, modelled. A
further detailed description of the base case system can be found in
Leppin [31].

2.2. Boundary conditions
2.2.1. Weather data
The location of the house is Norrköping, Sweden (58.6°N, 16°2E).
Measured high-resolution (one minute) meteorological data by the
Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI) from the
year 2015 in Norrköping is used in the simulations. Annual average
temperature is 8.4 °C and annual global radiation is 1018 kWh/m2. The
weather data is used both for calculation of the PV electricity production and for calculations of energy gains and losses in the house. For
this climate and reference space heating set point temperatures, the
building used in the study has an annual space heating demand of
14 200 kWh.

2.1.2. Compact heat pump system
A market leading variable speed exhaust air compact heat pump
that delivers heat to both space heating and DHW has been chosen for
this study. The compact unit comprises the heat pump with evaporator
for exhaust air heat recovery, compressor, condenser as well as DHW
store and small buffer volume for the SH distribution and associated
control valves. The heat pump is modelled with the type 581 in
TRNSYS, which is a multidimensional interpolator with the independent variables being inlet air temperature, inlet water temperature and compressor speed. Dependent variables are the heating rate
capacity and the compressor power input. Type 581 uses a performance
map of the heat pump that is derived from detailed steady state measurement data supplied by the manufacturer for the full range of independent variables. This data includes the energy required for defrosting of the evaporator. The 180 L DHW tank is modeled with the
non-standard type 340 using 5 zones, with temperature sensor for
control in zone 2. The SH is supplied directly by the heat pump through
a simple, small buffer store of 25 L that is modelled using type 60 with 1
zone.
The heat pump compressor speed is controlled according to a
heating curve with a design supply temperature of 38 °C for an ambient
temperature of −15 °C. The controller for this is modeled as for the real
heat pump using a form of PI compensatory control algorithm dependent on the SH supply temperature. Moreover, an electric backup
heater is activated when the thermal power provided by the heat pump
is insufficient to meet thermal power needs. The backup heater is restricted during the predefined summer period (hours 4000–5000) or
whenever a threshold of ambient temperature is exceeded. The compressor is run at nominal speed for charging of the DHW store. Table 1
shows key figures used in this study for the DHW storage, heat pump
and auxiliary heater.

2.2.2. Building occupancy, DHW and domestic electricity load profiles
Fresh water temperature, which affects the DHW heating demand, is
seasonally dependent on the time of the year and modelled using a
function according to Heimrath and Haller [33]. Two adults and two
children are defined to be living in the house, and the internal heat
energy gain from these people and their use of appliances is calculated
using a Markov-chain model for occupancy and energy use (including
lighting) as described in Widén et al. [34]. The model has also been
extended to include the DHW demand, the modeling of which has been
thoroughly calibrated to comply with Bales et al. [35]. Occupancy,
domestic electricity and DHW load profiles cover a complete year and
have a one minute resolution so as to be able to accurately calculate PV
self-consumption. Table 3 summarizes the key figures for the DHW and
domestic electricity use.
2.2.3. Electricity tariffs
In Sweden, different electricity tariff schemes are available from the
electricity providers/operators for the end users and prosumers. In this
study two options are investigated: variable monthly tariff (flexible
tariff scenario) and dynamic hourly spot market price [36]. Fig. 1 shows
the annual variation of the Nord Pool spot market price in the case of
the dynamic price, the monthly average price and also a fixed price for
the year 2015 in central area SE3 of Sweden [37]. Looking at the
breakdown of the total end user price, the dynamic energy price is a
relatively small fraction, approximately one third, of the total price. As
current dynamic price variations over a 24 h period due to renewable
input to the grid are small in Sweden, this study also analyzes the impact of a hypothetical case where electricity price deviation from the
daily running average is amplified by a factor of two, as shown in Fig. 2.
The aim of this is to investigate to what extent the applied algorithm
based on the price forecast is sensitive to the hourly and daily price
oscillation. The purchased electricity price that it used for this study
includes the following values: the spot market price, the grid fee, the
electricity certificate and the value added tax. For the case of the feed-in
electricity to the grid, only the spot market price and the electricity
certificate are considered. This scenario is likely to be the mainstream
case in the near future when subsidies are minimized or removed
completely. For the end user, a mean value of 0.07 €cent/kWh in utility
fees is added to the hourly spot market price for the purchased electricity and 0.015 €cent/kWh is added to the hourly spot market price
for the excess electricity fed to the grid. The added values are derived

2.1.3. PV system
The electrical performance of the PV roof top grid connected
system, comprising the modules as well as the inverter, is modeled with
the type 194 mode b in TRNSYS in which the inverter efficiency effect is
also considered. The inverter efficiency data are derived by the
European weighted efficiency method [32] for a typical commercial
inverter, while the data for the PV array are for typical multi-crystalline
modules. Three array sizes are considered for the parametric study and
one PV inverter size which is cascaded by one and two units respectively for the medium and larger size system size. Details can be found
in Table 2. The tilt angle is defined by the roof of the building whereas
the azimuth angle is chosen to optimize the yearly PV electricity production.
2.1.4. Battery storage
Three battery storage sizes proportional to the PV array size are
used to study the impact on the energetic performance in terms of selfconsumption, final energy and excess electricity fed in the grid. The
lithium-ion batteries are modelled according to the specification of
products available on the market. In TRNSYS types 48 and 47 are used
to model the battery management system (BMS) and the battery bank
with the integrated battery inverter respectively. The BMS is actually
modelled as connected to the electrical junction box of the building and
can control the import or export of electricity from/to the grid, while
controlling the charging and the discharging of the battery storage.
Type 47 uses a simple energy balance model for the battery. Details are
shown in Table 2. The economic performance is calculated excluding
the degradation effect of the batteries and the capital cost and is based
solely on running costs and revenue benefits.

Table 1
Specifications of the EAHP, the DHW tank and auxiliary heater.
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Preference

Quantity

Electric compressor power [kW]
Thermal power of HP [kW]
Heat pump COP
DHW storage tank capacity [litre]
DHW set point temperature [°C]
Electric backup heater [kW]

0.27–2.05
1.14 – 4.99
2.4 – 4.7
180
50 °C
0.5 – 6.5
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denotes power from storage (discharging).
Self-consumption can then be defined as:

Table 2
Specifications of the PV system and battery storage.
Preference
Capacity PV [kW]
Inverter efficiency [%]
PV tilt [°]
PV azimuth [°]
Capacity battery [kWh]
Round-trip battery efficiency including inverter [%]

Quantity

SC =

3.12, 5.7, 9.36
97.7
27
0
3.6, 7.2, 10.8
90%

FE =
2979

Discharge DHW temperature [°C]
Daily Average DHW draw-off [kg]
DHW flow [kg h−1]
Electricity for appliances [kWh year−1]
Max load for appliances [kW]

45
198
2.44 – 972.2
2925
5.65

L (t ) dt

NCOE = Cost
Cost =
Revenue =

t2
t1

M (t ) dt

(4)

(5)

Revenue

(Csp + Cfixed ) Pfrom
(Csp + CC ) Pdt

grid dt

(6)
(7)

Pfrom grid and Pto grid are the power that the system requires from the
grid or feeds in to the grid, respectively.

2.3. Key performance indicators
The key figures for this study that are used to evaluate the energetic
and economic of the residential photovoltaic and heating system are:
final energy use (FE), self-consumption (SC), solar fraction (SF), annual
electricity demand for the heating system, including the electricity for
the compressor (Wel,HP) and the auxiliary heater (Wel,AUX) and annual
net cost of electricity (NCOE). Self-consumption is defined according to
Eq. (3), where L(t) denotes the instantaneous electric load including
appliances, heat pump and auxiliary heater, and P(t) is the instantaneous power from the PV system, the directly consumed PV
power M(t) can be defined as:

3. Control algorithms
“Smart” control strategy could be beneficial on demand response of
the heat pump system and the optimal utilization of the thermal and the
optional electrical storage by the PV electricity production. One control
action on the heating system is to force the heat pump to operate when
excess electricity is available. A second control action is to charge the
electrical storage by the same principal in order to use the stored energy
to supply the electrical loads at a later state. Beyond these real time
control approaches the control logic could become more advanced by
using forecast services in the near horizon for weather and electricity
price data. In this chapter, two predictive control options will be introduced and added to the matrix of the two conventional controls
strategies to increase self-consumption and reduce final energy. In addition combinations of the algorithms are simulated in a form of
parametric study. An overview of the matrix of the simulated control
strategies is shown in Table 4.

(1)

if no electric storage is used. When adding battery storage to the
system, this can be extended to

M (t ) = min{L (t ), P (t ) + S (t )}

t2
t1

The annual net cost of electricity (NCOE) is defined by Eq. (5). The
cost of the purchased electricity, Eq. (6), is equal to the added values
denoted as fixed fees Cfixed per kWh and the spot market price Csp . The
revenue consist of the spot price Csp and the electricity certificates CC .
Value added tax is included only in the cost.

from 2015 market data [36].
It can be noticed from Fig. 2 that the daily dynamic price profile for
the two extreme cases has lower values in the early morning hours and
higher peaks in the afternoon, which is the case for most days of the
year.

M (t ) = min{L (t ), P (t )}

(3)

The annual final energy use for the simulation period (FE) is equal
to the electric load that cannot be supplied by PV electricity and must
be purchased from the grid:

Table 3
DHW and household appliances data.
Discharge energy [kWh year−1]

t2
M (t ) dt
t1
t2
P (t ) dt
t1

(2)

where S(t) < 0 denotes power to storage (charging) and S(t) > 0

Fig. 1. Electricity prices schemes for prosumers and end users for Sweden (SE3) in year 2015. Dynamic price shown in blue, monthly fixed price in steps (orange)
while the annual average price is given as a dashed line for comparison.
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Fig. 2. Amplified electricity price deviation from the 24 h running average (example of the first week in January 2015).

3.1. Rule based algorithms

air from the evaporator does not go below −12 °C. When overheating
occurs, the HP provides the heating demand without the support of the
backup auxiliary heater.
The thermal comfort of the living space (room air temperature) and
the availability of DHW are maintained within strict limits. A penalty
function for both the SH and the DHW was implemented and monitored
for deviations from the base case standards. The penalty functions are
based on the guidelines of the International Energy Agency Solar
Heating and Cooling (IEA SHC) Task 32 [38]. This means that the
minimum limit was defined as 19.5 °C in the largest zone of the house
and a minimum of 45° at the tap for the DHW load.

3.1.1. Thermal mode (TH)
The control objective is to overheat the living room and bathroom in
the building above their reference set point values of 21 and 22 °C respectively and to overheat the DHW tank above its reference set point of
50 °C. This mode is triggered based on a minimum threshold of the
excess PV electricity of 320 W. Fig. 4 shows an example of the application of this control together with other modes.
During overheating, the compressor speed of the heat pump is
varied so that the compressor power roughly matches the available
excess PV electricity while considering the time response and minimum
speed limitations of the compressor. The derived function of the compressor frequency f (HP ) depended on the excess PV electricity (PVexc).
The evaporator and condenser temperatures (Tevapin) and (Tcondin) are
shown in Eq. (8). The excess PV available electricity (PVexc), is defined
as the PV electricity left, after supplying the domestic electricity loads.

f (HP ) = a1 + a2
+ a6

PVexc

Tcondin

a3
a7

2
PVexc
+ a4
2
Tcondin
+ a8

Tevapin
Tevapin

a5

3.1.2. Electrical mode (EL)
Charging of the batteries is controlled by excess PV production, after
domestic electricity load is met. The battery controller charger manages
the state of charge between 10 and 90%. Within these state of charge
limits, charging occurs whenever there is excess PV and discharge occurs up to the maximum discharge rate as soon as the load exceeds the
PV production. When both thermal and electrical storage are applied
thermal storage has priority and the battery is only charged after the
changed set point is achieved, or the excess PV is such that the battery

2
Tevapin

Tcondin

(8)

The compressor speed is limited so that the exit temperature of the
Table 4
Control strategies overview for on-off control of the HP and the electrical storage.
Simulation cases

Batteries

Price signal

Weather signal

PV excess

SH setpoint

DHW setpoint

Priority

Base case
Base case+EL

0
1

0
0

0
0

To grid
Charging, PVexcess > 0

Ref
Ref

Ref
Ref

TH

0

0

0

1K

+6K

TH+EL

1

0

0

1K

+6K

PV_TH

0

0

1

1K

−5K2

+6K1

PV_TH+EL

1

0

1

1K

−5K2

+6K1

PRICE_TH

0

1

0

PRICE_TH+EL

1

1

0

Overheating SH, DHW
PVexcess > 320
Overheating SH, DHW
PVexcess > 320
Night saving,
Overheating DHW, SH
PVexcess > 320
Night saving,
Overheating DHW, SH
PVexcess > 320
Overheating SH, DHW
PVexcess > 320
Overheating SH, DHW
PVexcess > 320

None
Appliances
Charging
Appliances
Thermal
Appliances
Thermal
Appliances
Thermal

1
2
3

Pure thermal mode (TH) setting.
PV_TH mode (only DHW night setback).
PRICE_TH setting.
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Thermal
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Thermal
Charging
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can be charged at the same time as the heat pump is operating.

point is raised by 0.5 K. When the price is high, the space heating set
point is lowered by 0.5 K. There is no change in set point for DHW. If
this mode occurs at the same time as there is excess PV (normal TH
mode), the space heating set point is raised by 1.0 K in addition to the
PRICE setting and the set point for DHW is raised to 6 K above the
reference value. Fig. 4 (left) shows and example of the price control
signals and the change in the set point of the zone and DHW temperatures for the PRICE, TH and combination thereof (PRICE_TH). It
also shows when the backup electric heater is forced off (AUX off).
To prevent discomfort and avoid unnecessary use of the backup
electrical heater during heating up to normal set point level, it is not
allowed to reduce the zone temperature set point when daily average
ambient temperature drops below 0 °C and high price occurs.
Overheating the zones is only allowed when the daily average abient
temperature < 10 °C and low price occurs.

3.2. Predictive rule based algorithms
3.2.1. Price prediction thermal mode (PRICE_TH)
By accessing the next day dynamic electricity price from the
Nordpool electricity exchange market and comparing with the current
price, this control algorithm can limit or even avoid the purchase of
energy in those periods of time when it is expensive. The price is defined as high or low by comparing the current price with the average
price (Priceavg) in a near-future interval of time (from 4 to 7 h ahead)
with a band (ΔP) of 5 €/MWh.

High price = 1 if Price currently > Priceavg + P/2

Low price = 1 if Price currently < Priceavg

P/2

(9)
(10)

An example is shown in Fig. 3, where the highlighted intervals show
when the PRICE_TH mode is active: high (grey) or low (green) according to Eq. (9) and (10). When the price is low, the space heating set

3.2.2. PV prediction thermal mode (PV_TH)
In this study a perfect weather forecast in terms of global horizontal
and direct normal irradiance is derived from the original weather file by

Fig. 3. Example of high price periods (data from a week in January 2015).

AUX oﬀ

AUX oﬀ
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Fig. 4. Control signals to the HP for
each case of the two predictive controls
PRICE_TH (left) and PV_TH (right). In
the upper figures is shown the changes
in set point temperatures compared to
reference values for both SH and DHW
(ΔTset). The interaction with the pure
thermal mode (TH) when excess PV
electricity is available is also shown.
“AUX off” indicates that the backup
electric heater is disabled.
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reading ahead in the file. This data is then used to calculate the cumulative PV electricity production in the near time horizon, more
specifically between 7 and 8 am. If this PV production exceeds 0.5 kWh,
a night setback of −5K is applied to the DHW store set point temperature for the period from midnight to 6 am. This mode is normally
combined with the purely thermal mode (TH), which means that if
there is PV excess between midnight and 6 am, the DHW set point
temperature is set to the TH value of +6 K. As with the pure thermal
model (TH), the electrical heater is disabled when overheating occurs.

the HP compressor is increased in the latter predictive mode but FE is
reduced. Similar results are found with the addition of the electrical
storage. Moreover, comparing the energy required for the backup
electric heater for SH, a reduction in the PRICE_TH control mode is
noticed. The results show higher reduction of FE for the PRICE_TH than
the PV_TH control mode.
The control strategies have been designed to use the heat pump
compressor as much as possible and to limit the use of the backup
electrical heater. Fig. 5 shows that this has succeeded, with all control
modes for all PV system sizes showing significant decrease of backup
electrical heater use (Wel,AUX), compensated for by greater use of the
compressor (Wel,HP). This reduces the value of FE accordingly, and
despite overheating the FE is lower in all cases. For the PRICE_TH
mode, this effect is lowest for the smallest PV size, and more or less the
same for the other two sizes, while for the PV_TH mode the effect increases with increasing PV size. It can also be seen that there are small
differences between the purely thermal mode (TH) and combining PV
and TH modes.
Fig. 6 shows the change in FE (ΔFE) compared to the relevant base
case (with or without batteries) for all control modes and for the three
different PV system sizes. ΔFE increases with increasing PV system size,
but the change is small between the medium and large sizes. The exception is for the PRICE_TH+EL case, which exhibits the largest value
of ΔFE. There are small differences between the non-predictive control
(TH) mode and the predictive control modes (PRICE_TH and PV_TH),
apart from for the PRICE_TH mode with batteries (PRICE_TH+EL).
However, there is a consistent but small trend that the predictive control modes have greater impact with larger PV system sizes.

4. Results
Tables 5 and 6 show the key figures for a 5.7 kWp PV system for the
non-predictive and predictive control algorithms respectively. The developed control strategies are evaluated and compared to the base case
with and without batteries. The system was simulated for each of the
control strategies cases with the three different PV sizes, each with its
own battery storage size chosen according to the PV capacity (3.1 kW
PV and 3.6 kWh battery, 5.7 kW PV and 7.2 kWh battery, 9.3 kW PV
and 10.8 kWh battery). The electrical appliances load is the same for all
proposed cases and is included in the FE calculations.
4.1. Energetic performance indicators for predictive and non-predictive
control
Tables 5 and 6, for the 5.7 kWp PV system, show that there is a
substantial annual electricity reduction of the backup auxiliary heater
for the TH and the PRICE_TH control modes, which is compensated by
an increase in use of the heat pump compressor. With all control algorithms the delivered space heat and the thermal energy supplied to
the DHW tank show minor increase, which is to be expected as these
modes actively overheat the building and DHW store, resulting in
higher losses. The total electrical load of the household is reduced due
to this reduction in use of backup electricity, despite the fact that more
heat is supplied by the heating system. Comparing the results for TH
and PRICE_TH modes, it is found that the annual energy required for

4.1.1. Sensitivity analysis of the SH overheating set point in TH mode
The demand for SH accounts for the largest share of the annual final
energy. The mass of the house has high potential as thermal energy
storage compared to the compact, relatively small hot water tank of the
heat pump. The benefits of overheating the biggest zone of the house Z1
and the Z3 are examined by increasing from 1 up to 3 K the zone set
point temperature, labelled here TH1-TH3. Moreover, it is the

Table 5
Key Figures for the 5.7 kW PV and the non-predictive control strategies.
Base case

Base case+EL

−1

Electrical appliances [kWh year ]
PV electricity production [kWh year−1]
Space heat [kWh year−1]
DHW [kWh year−1]
Heat pump electricity [kWh year−1]
AUX heater electricity
Split into: (SH & DHW)[kWh year−1]
PV self-consumption [%]
Solar fraction [%]
Final energy [kWh year1]
NCOE [Euros year−1]

14,237
3456
4720
1522
(1059 & 463)
30
20
7290
702

14,233
3454

50
34
6052
612

TH

TH+EL

2925
6182
14,408
3513
4989
1051
(752 & 466)
37
25
6822
668

14,414
3512
5013
1182
(718 & 464)
56
38
5630
593

Table 6
Key Figures for the 5.7 kW PV and the examined predictive control strategies.

Space heat [kWh year−1]
DHW [kWh year−1]
Heat pump electricity [kWh year−1]
AUX heater electricity
Split into: (SH & DHW) [kWh year−1]
PV self-consumption [%]
Solar fraction [%]
Final energy [kWh year−1]
NCOE [Euros year−1]

Base case

Base case+EL

PRICE_TH

PRICE_TH+EL

PV_TH

PV_TH+EL

14,237
3456
4720
1522
(1059 & 463)
30
20
7290
702

14,233
3454

14,417
3510
5084
1051
(581 & 470)
37
25
6775
666

14,415
3498
5079
1059
(590 & 470)
56
38
5601
589

14,418
3500
5000
1182
(719 & 463)
37
25
6794
665

14,418
3487
5020
1153
(687 & 466)
56
38
5623
590

50
34
6052
612
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Fig. 5. Change of electricity load share between HP compressor (Wel,HP) and auxiliary heater (Wel,AUX) for all control modes and for all three PV sizes.

combination of the overheating with the use of electrical storage is also
studied, named here TH1+EL to TH3+EL. The overheating of the
DHW is kept to default values for all cases (TH1 – TH3). Fig. 7 shows
the self-consumption (SC) for all variations of set point temperature as
well as base case for the three PV system sizes, with and without battery
storage. It can be noticed the increase in SC with increasing set point
value (TH1 – TH3) is slightly smaller when there is a battery than
without, and that it is smaller for the largest PV size. Largest increase is
for TH3 with a PV system size of 3 kW without battery. This is due to
the fact that there are more times with larger PV sizes when there is an
excess PV even when the heat pump is operating and that the TH mode
has priority over storing in the battery (EL mode).

SC increase (3 percentage points) with implementing frequency control
based on PV excess. As far as the medium size system the FE change is
118 kWh and the SC shows no change. Moreover, similar effect is noticed for the feed in electricity to the grid (Efeed-in), which shows 7% and
2% reduction for the 3 and 5.7 kWp PV systems respectively, but an
increase for the larger system (see Table 7).
4.2. Net cost of energy for predictive and non-predictive control
In this section the change in net cost of annual energy (ΔNCOE) is
reported. This is the NCOE for the system variant (control mode, PV
system size and battery/no battery) less the NCOE for the equivalent
base case system (same PV system size and same battery/no battery).
Fig. 9 shows that for the cases without batteries, there is very little
difference in NCOE for the predictive algorithms compared to nonpredictive (TH). However compared to the base case the relative reduction is 3–7%, increasing with increasing PV size. For the cases with
batteries, the results for predictive and non-predictive controllers are
very similar apart from for the PRICE_TH+EL mode, which shows a
marginal reduction of 2% with the largest PV system compared to the
other algorithms. The result of the predictive controls in the NCOE can
be further explained considering the change of the cost and income for
each case and the change in the FE. For the small and medium sized PV
both the cost and income decrease by more or less the same amount

4.1.2. Speed control based on PV excess for overheating
In this study, the default TH algorithm tries to adjust the HP frequency/speed in order to match the instantaneous power of the HP
compressor with the instantaneous PV excess. The alternative is to run
the compressor according to the normal control strategy, which can
result in either export to or import from the grid. Fig. 8 shows FE and SC
for the case of TH mode, which has frequency control for the overheating mode compared to the default HP control without PV excess
matching. The speed of the HP is regulated according to the limits that
the manufacturer recommends as well as the time response allowed.
The smallest PV system shows the highest FE savings (132 kWh) and

Fig. 6. Comparison of the change in FE (ΔFE) compared to the relevant base case with the same PV system size, with or without batteries, for all control modes. The
electrical load for the household appliances is the same in all cases.
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Fig. 7. Self consumption by overheating the zones Z1 and Z3 between 1 and 3 K for the 3.1, 5.7 and 9.3 PV system sizes respectively, with and without electrical
storage.

when comparing the results for PRICE_TH+EL with TH+EL, while for
the largest system the costs decrease and the income remains unchanged.

Table 7
Comparison of the feed in electricity with and without speed control of the
compressor based on PV excess for TH1 mode.
Efeed-in [kWh year−1]

4.2.1. Sensitivity analysis of dynamic price variation
As described in Chapter 2.4.3, several different tariff scenarios are
investigated. An amplified dynamic price is used in order to identify
how increased spot price variations impact on the results for the
PRICE_TH mode. The results for this are shown in Fig. 10 for ΔNCOE,
where results for simulations for thermal mode only (TH) and predictive price control without thermal overheating (PRICE and PRICE2x)
are also shown in order to more easily separate the effect of the PRICE
algorithm and amplified price variations. It is clear that the use of the
predictive control using dynamic spot prices (PRICE) leads to a small
cost saving that increases marginally with increasing PV systems size
and that the amplified price variation (PRICE2x) leads to greater cost
savings (not quite double). However, the pure thermal mode (TH) gives
larger cost reductions, while the combination of the predictive price
control and overheating (PRICE_TH) has very similar savings to those
for TH, ie the predictive price control gives no significant benefit.
However, when the price variation is amplified by a factor 2, the savings increase with increasing PV size and are two percentage points
greater for the largest PV size.

PV

Normal control

Speed control based on PV excess

3
5.7
9

1329
3664
6540

1236
3604
6623

large difference in NCOE between tariff scenarios for the two smaller
PV system sizes, but for the largest PV system the NCOE for dynamic
price (Spot) is significantly lower. This result is mainly due to daily
variation of the spot market price and the higher income during the
periods when excess production of PV electricity occurs. This can be
explained by the breakdown of cost and income presented in Fig. 12.
The income is what determines the NCOE, since the cost shows very
little difference between the tariff scenarios. For the base case, the base
case with battery (EL) and the predictive control mode PV_TH, the
dynamic price tariff (Spot) is increasingly better compared to the
monthly fixed tariff (Flexible) the larger the PV system is. The largest
difference is for the system with battery.
5. Discussion

4.2.2. Sensitivity analysis of electricity tariff scheme
Fig. 11 shows the variation of NCOE comparing two tariff scenarios:
dynamic price and the monthly average regulated price (flexible tariff
contract). In all cases except one, the net cost for the user is the same or
lower for dynamic price tariff compared to the flexible tariff. For the
case without batteries and only thermal control (TH), there is not a

Various combinations of control modes for a compact exhaust air
HP system have been evaluated. The modes use either simple rule based
algorithms such as the thermal mode (TH) or predictive rule based
using thermal and electrical storage and forecast services. In order to
compare the findings of this paper with the existing literature, the

Fig. 8. FE and self-consumption with and without (“no HZ control”) compressor speed control based on PV excess for the TH1 mode.
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Fig. 9. Change of net annual cost of electricity of the household (ΔNCOE) compared to the relevant base case, with or without batteries, for all control modes. The
electrical load for the household appliances is the same in all cases.

system has significant impact on the system performance, with solar
fraction increase of 5%, final energy use reduction of 6% and cost
savings of 6% even when increasing the space heating set point by only
1 K. This result is in line with other studies such as Dar et al. [14],
which showed solar fraction increase of 6% for an air to water heat
pump for a single family house in Norway (Oslo climate). The TH mode
has been optimized for the specific operation of this type of variable
speed HP in order to reduce bought electricity in the overheating mode.
Part of this optimization is to actively limit the use of back up auxiliary
heater compared to just implementing the overheating algorithms “on
top of” the base case algorithm, which is based on the detail control of a
commercial exhaust air heat pump. Without this limitation, the backup
electrical heater would be used more and lead to much reduced final
energy and cost savings that are lower than those found in the literature
for other types of heat pumps where the use of a backup electrical
heater is naturally lower.
For example, the TH control algorithm leads to a 471 kWh decrease
in electricity supplied to the backup electrical heater, nearly all in the
space heating mode. Due to the overheating nature of the algorithm,
228 kWh more heat is supplied to the building, but due to the reduction
in use of the backup electrical heater the total electricity used for
heating is reduced by 202 kWh. This is the main reason for the reduction in final energy for the TH algorithm, while the reduction in net
cost of energy is based on the reduction in FE as well as the benefit of
using more PV electricity for heating, ie a greater self-consumption. As

Fig. 10. Change of annual cost of electricity of the household (ΔNCOE) for all
three PV system sizes without battery and for the control modes: PRICE_TH for
both real price variations and for amplified price variations (PRICE2x_TH), as
well as pure thermal mode without predictive control (TH) and the predictive
price control on its own without overheating, for real price variation (PRICE)
and amplified price variations (PRICE2x).

authors consider studies which exhibit similarities in the boundary
conditions such as the type of the heat pump and thermal storage size,
building type as well as photovoltaic system and electrical storage size.
It is noticeable that the thermal mode TH for the medium photovoltaic

Fig. 11. Comparison between two tariff scenarios: dynamic price and the monthly regulated price (labelled “Spot” and “Flexible” respectively in the legend) and the
impact to the NCOE. This is shown for the three PV system sizes and TH, EL and PV_TH modes.
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Fig. 12. Comparison of cost (right) and income (left) between two tariff scenarios for the base case and the overheating (TH) mode for the 5.7 kW and the 9 kW PV
systems.

One other point to be considered in the evaluation of the results is
the use of a perfect forecast both for the weather forecast and also for
the dynamic price. Using a real weather forecast, which includes uncertainties, the actual savings and benefits will be even lower than the
ones calculated in this study. In Sweden, the price for the coming 24 h is
decided at noon each day and is available online, thus a perfect price
forecast is available.
The results show that the reduction in final energy and net cost of
energy by adding a battery is roughly twice that of adding the smart
control algorithms. The addition of smart control when you have a
battery does not give as large a reduction as when there is no battery.
This indicates that there is some conflict between the battery use and
the use of thermal storage. In this study, annual net costs for energy are
examined rather than life cycle cost or other key figure including investment cost, which means that the absolute profitability is not assessed. Bertsch et al. [39] shows that the return on investment for the
electrical storage is still unrealistic with the current prices of energy
storage per kWh, and especially when the electricity price in Sweden is
one of the lowest in Europe at approximately 0.12€cent/kWh. Without
a battery, the control modes that give best results, TH and PRICE_TH,
do not need any extra hardware in the system and thus do not require
additional investment cost compared to the base case system. As
modern controllers have enough capacity to integrate the simple rule
based algorithms investigated here and also have internet connectivity,
implementation would be relatively simple and the only cost involved
would be for software development.

the reduction in use of backup electrical heater is similar for the other
algorithms, the same logic is valid also for them.
The rule based predictive control based on dynamic electricity price
with overheating (PRICE_TH) results in relatively small cost savings for
the medium and larger PV system with electrical storage for the specific
price boundary conditions. The dynamic price based on the energy spot
market contributes only a third of the total end user electricity price in
Sweden, and the absolute variations are small. Increasing the price
variations by a factor of 2, shows a higher potential of cost savings (up
to 6%) for the system with the medium and larger PV systems. The
results in Rodriguez et al. [26] showed that, for their case study with a
ground source heat pump in Germany, around 13% cost savings could
be achieved without sacrificing the thermal comfort noticeably. This is
based on the strategy in which the heat pump is activated only if the
price is below the average of the current day and the space heating set
point temperature can deviate ± 1 K. As the absolute price variation in
[26] is more than double what was used in this study, the results are
quite consistent with those found in this study.
Thygesen and Karlsson [18] investigated a weather forecast method
to control a ground source heat pump for a detached house in Sweden
that showed small increases in self consumption (6%) and final energy
use (60 to 120 kWh for the two DHW store sizes of 225 and 470 L
respectively). However, their algorithm controlled only the set point
temperature in the DHW store and not the space heating, which limits
the possible thermal storage significantly as the DHW store was only
225 L in the standard size and 470 L in the large size. The PV_TH algorithm from this study resulted in a similar increase in self consumption (7%) but a decrease in final energy (7%). PV_TH controls both
the DHW store (night setback for forecasted PV, and overheating with
PV excess) and the space heating, and moreover limits the use of the
backup electrical heater, which is a major factor in the reduction of the
final energy compared to the base case. Both in this study and in
Thygesen and Karlsson [18] the proposed control algorithms used
perfect forecasts and were examined for a future scenario in Sweden
without a subsidy for feeding in excess electricity to the grid. These
studies consider the added charges and levies of the energy cost to
derive the end user electricity price and the net cost of electricity that
should be taken into account according to Felten and Weber [25]. This
means there is a large difference in tariffs for buying and selling electricity, nearly a factor two.
The default overheating set point for the space heating is +1 K,
which is relatively small. However, a 1 K temperature increase in the
concrete floor activated in the overheating mode gives more than three
times the thermal storage than the 6 K used for the DHW tank. The
sensitivity analysis showed that for a system without battery a +3 K
overheating could lead to an extra 5% percentage point increase in selfconsumption compared with the default +1 K at the same time as final
energy decreases by 3%.

6. Conclusion
This study demonstrates the potential of “smart” control for specific
boundary conditions using weather and electricity forecast services for
decreasing final energy and increasing the self-consumption of PV
electricity. Benefits tend to increase with the larger PV system sizes. The
control modes use thermal storage through changed set point temperatures for space heating (storage in the building itself) and for the
small DHW store of 180 L.
Results show that the proposed strategies can reduce the final energy by 5–7% without electrical storage and by 12–31% with the addition of electrical storage compared to the base case without batteries.
Net annual cost for the end user could be reduced by 3–26%, depending
on the use of electrical storage. Moreover, the annual use of the auxiliary heater of the heat pump can be decreased by 13–30% by limiting
its use for overheating, which is one of the main factors in being able to
reduce final energy and costs. Specifically, the demand of the auxiliary
heater for space heating can be reduced by 24–43%.
Thermal mode and dynamic price control mode show the greatest
benefits since the control requires no capital or running cost for the end
user. The results show that the reduction in final energy and net cost of
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energy by adding a battery is roughly twice that of adding the smart
control algorithms. The addition of smart control when you have a
battery does not give as large a reduction as when there is no battery.
The results also show that a user saves money by choosing a contract
with dynamic price based on the spot market instead of a standard
contract with monthly average prices, even when the algorithm using
price forecast (PRICE_TH) is not implemented. Further work should be
addressed to the influence of the boundary conditions to the robustness
of the proposed control strategies and the profitability.
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